Levitation optomechanics exploits the unique mechanical properties of trapped nano-objects in vacuum in order to address some of the limitations of clamped nanomechanical resonators. In particular, its performance is foreseen to contribute to a better understanding of quantum decoherence at the mesoscopic scale as well as to lead to novel ultra-sensitive sensing schemes. While most efforts have so far focused on optical trapping of low absorbing silica particles, further opportunities arise from levitating objects with internal degrees of freedom like color centers. Nevertheless, inefficient heat dissipation at low pressures poses a challenge, as most nano-objects, even with low absorbing materials, experience photo-damage in an optical trap. Here, by using a
control enables us to optically interrogate and characterize the emitter response. The developed platform is applicable to a wide range of other nano-objects and represents a promising step towards coupling internal and external degrees of freedom.
Optomechanics offers a toolbox to investigate classical and quantum mechanical oscillators in a highly controlled way. A fundamental open question in the field is under which conditions the transition from quantum to classical behaviour takes place, but despite the high level of control achieved with micro and nanomechanical systems, a good understanding of this transition remains elusive. Experiments so far have demonstrated the preparation of mechanical oscillators close to their ground state 1 2 3 4 , but the controlled generation of arbitrary quantum motional states 5 greatly increases the technical requirements. An exciting route towards these ends is the use of nanoscale mechanical resonators containing internal degrees of freedom 6 7 8 , whose energy levels can be coupled to the motion of the oscillator.
This scheme would allow state transfer or cooling and outperform classical resonators, for instance in ultra-sensitive sensing 6 .
In this regard, nanomechanical resonators based on nanoparticles levitated in vacuum are especially attractive, because they are highly decoupled from the environment due to the absence of clamping, and hence exhibit very large quality (Q) factors, even at moderate pressures. In optical traps, optical forces can be used to efficiently cool the nanoparticle center-of-mass (COM) motion and thus reduce the influence of thermal noise 9 10 . Furthermore, one could add further functionality and control to the platform by levitating functional nano-objects with tailored specific properties. For instance, levitated particles with internal degrees of freedom (DOF), such as controllable spin systems, have the potential to be used in matter-wave interferometry 11 12 13 . However, the optical levitation of nanoparticles with internal DOF faces some challenges 14 15 : on one hand, large optical trapping powers introduce a big constraint on the type of particles that can be levitated in vacuum, since heat from residual absorption of the trapping laser can not be efficiently dissipated at low pressures.
On the other hand, high vacuum levels are necessary for maintaining motion coherence and attaining large Q factors. Hence, to avoid photo-damage other methods to levitate particles with internal DOF are needed. In this letter we report on two key requirements for coupling internal DOFs with the COM motion. Firstly, we demonstrate, for the first time to our knowledge, levitation in high vacuum of a nanodiamond hosting a single NV center. By trapping with a Paul trap, we avoid particle photo-damage, and with low optical intensity are able to measure the NV single photon emission and monitor the nanodiamond's COM motion (see Figure 1 ).
Secondly, we implement a feedback scheme to reduce the effective temperature of this COM motion and improve the particle's stability and confinement at low pressures.
The COM equation of motion can be found by calculating the force experienced by a N V Figure 1 : Artistic representation of the trapping scheme. A charged nanodiamond containing a single NV center sits at the minimum of the effective potential of a Paul trap. The nanodiamond is illuminated with a continuous wave 532 nm laser with a high numerical aperture objective lens. The fluorescence emitted by the NV center is collected using the same objective lens. The simplified atomic structure of the NV center is also shown.
where V 0 is the voltage amplitude, ω the driving frequency, t the time variable, d a geometric constant with length units and z, r are cylindrical coordinates. Even though the particle's COM Hamiltonian H(t) is explicitly time-dependent, under certain general conditions the motion can be averaged over the high frequency ω 30 . This is known as the adiabatic approximation and ensures that the particle is governed by an effective potential U eff = Therefore, for low frequencies the full equation of motion for the particle's COM along the z axis can be simplified in the following way dp
where p z is the momentum in the z direction, γ the damping constant, q the charge of the particle, k eff = mΩ 2 i the restoring force of the effective potential and σdW t a stochastic force with standard deviation σ, associated with the damping via the fluctuation-dissipation
Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature 31 . By reducing the pressure and hence γ, the motion decoherence is reduced, while the inversely proportional Q factor of the oscillator increases. This is why a trapping scheme capable of bringing particles to low pressures is appealing.
Our trap design (see Figure 2b ) has an endcap geometry for good optical access. It is made of two assembled steel electrodes separated by 1.4 mm mounted on a ceramic holder. . Due to the low intensity of the two laser beams, we did not detect any effect of the dipole force on the particle dynamics in the Paul trap.
The single photon detectors are set up in a Hanbury, Brown and Twiss (HBT) configuration to study the emitters photon statistics 32 . They are used to measure the time dependent intensity correlation function, defined as
where I is the intensity operator and : . . . : indicates normal ordering. For a single photon emitter, g (2) (0) = 0 and for two or more (equal) emitters g (2) (0) ≥ 0.5. Usually, background contributions lead to a g (2) (0) > 0 even though the main contribution stems from a single emitter, which is ensured by g (2) (0) < 0.5 33 . This condition is the criterion we use to identify c) Signal processing blocks of the feedback system. The particle's motion x(t) is digitally acquired in the FPGA and band-pass filtered to eliminate noise and unwanted modes. Then, its derivativeẋ(t) is numerically calculated and the product x(t)ẋ(t) is used to modulate the amplitude of the driving RF signal. The modulation amplitude and delay are set to values that minimize the mode energy. d) Cutaway of a Paul trap electrode. Particles are levitated at the trap's center of symmetry, above the inner rod. The trapping pseudo-potential is generated by grounding the outer electrodes and applying the driving radio-frequency signal V (t) to the inner ones; a white alumina tube is used for electrode insulation.
trapped nanodiamonds holding single NVs.
After trapping at ambient pressure we characterize the fluorescence emission of the loaded nanodiamonds. Fluorescence imaging of the particles is performed with the EMCCD camera, followed by g (2) (τ ) measurements. We have detected single NVs in trapped nanodiamonds, with usual count rates of 2000 to 7000 counts per second at excitation powers of 2 -5 mW.
Even though the rotation of the trapped nanodiamonds has not been studied in this experiment, measuring and controlling the crystal Euler angles will be important for coupling internal and external degrees of freedom, as the spin interaction depends on the NV orientation. This could be implemented by using elongated nanodiamonds, whose birefringence will transduce the particle's rotation into a modulation of the intensity and a change in the light polarization 34 35 36 .
After a single NV was detected, we compensated the stray fields to minimize the micromotion driving. Stray field compensation was repeated for every new particle, since it was prone to drifts and sign changes. This may be caused by the introduction of other charged particles in the chamber during the use of the electrospray, which can change the static electric field in the trapping region. By following the described procedure, particles can be stably trapped at ambient pressure over very long times: some levitated nanodiamonds were kept for weeks, until they were deliberately substituted by other nanocrystals.
At ambient pressure, the stochastic forces due to collisions with air molecules damp oscillations and lead to overdamped Brownian dynamics. Thus, when a trapped single NV is detected, we decrease the pressure to bring the chamber to vacuum. The voltage amplitude used to trap particles is 2 kV pp , but Paschen's law predicts a minimum of the breakdown voltage of air at 750 V pp 37 . Voltages above this value will ignite a plasma at pressures that depend on the electrodes geometry, leading to particle loss. Consequently, while decreasing the pressure we reduce the voltage amplitude below 750 V pp ; at pressures lower than 5 · 10
mBar the voltage amplitude can be safely increased again.
For pressures below 1 mBar, the motion coherence of the particle is sufficient to activate the feedback and reduce the energy of the particle. The feedback system, described in Figure   2c , is implemented in the following way: a 980 nm laser is focused with a low effective NA and Here, k is an experimentally determined constant that can be different for different particles.
Particles at low pressures were much more stable when stray fields had been cancelled with the compensation electrodes: without 532 nm excitation light and only some weak 980 nm illumination to detect the COM, we were able to trap nanodiamonds at pressures as low as 10 −3 mBar, where the particle's oscillating motion attained Q factors above 10 3 ( Figure   3b ); at lower pressures the nanodiamonds generally became unstable. The cancellation of the stray fields was also required for feedback cooling. With it, the energy of the axial COM mode could be reduced to a fraction of its value at thermal equilibrium mΩ
by the equipartition theorem. Figure 3 shows the effect of the feedback on a nanodiamond levitated at 5 · 10 −1 mBar, demonstrating a reduction of energy of the eigenmode. We achieved energy reductions of 6 to 9 dB at pressures between 10 −2 mBar and 10 −1 mBar, which corresponds to effective temperatures in the range of 75 K to 38 K. This reduction in energy is partly limited by the signal to noise ratio (SNR) from the signal measured using the QPD, but the biggest restriction is the level of vacuum. Indeed, at lower pressures the particle's motion is more predictable and the feedback performance improves.
The pressure level is, however, limited by diamond photo-degradation. Although nanodiamonds in Paul traps do not inherently suffer from heating due to optical absorption, a certain amount of optical power is required to interact with the single NV center, whether for excitation or for motion detection. As a result, laser power must be high enough for a good SNR, yet sufficiently low to avoid heating up the particle excessively. At ambient pressure, this limitation is not present since the interaction with air molecules not only damps oscillations but is also sufficiently high to keep the particle's lattice temperature at equilibrium with the environment. In the future this constraint can be eliminated, since spin initialization and readout only require short laser pulses, hence allowing us to work at lower pressures.
In order to probe the capacity of the nanodiamond to withstand heat dissipation, we performed g (2) (τ ) measurements at different pressures. We obtained stable fluorescence counts up until the 10 −1 mBar to 5 · 10 −1 mBar range, with 1 to 3 mW of 532 nm power; no signature of quenching due to high temperatures was observed under these conditions 38 . At this point, a progressive decrease in the scattering signal is apparent, indicating a possible shrinking of the nanodiamonds. Figure 4a shows the g (2) (τ ) measurement and spectrum of a single NV in a nanodiamond trapped at 0.5 mBar, the same on which we applied the feedback shown in Figure 3d . In conclusion, we have demonstrated stable trapping of nanodiamonds and optical readout of a single NV center at pressures down to 5·10 −1 mBar. This is two orders of magnitude lower than previously attained with optical traps 14 , where thermal damage limits access to higher vacuum levels. Furthermore, our platform enables us to cool down the particle's translational modes via parametric feedback. In future experiments, control over the spin system of the levitated NV center can be attained by designing and adding a microwave Figure 3: Measurements of the particle's motion and feedback. The translational modes are driven by thermal noise, which is dominant for Brownian particles such as 40 nm nanodiamonds. a) Power spectral density in log-scale of the particle's COM, showing increasingly better defined resonance peaks at lower pressures. Approximate values of the powers at the peaks are normalized to the first plot maximum; the area under the curves is proportional to the particle's COM temperature. The flat part of the spectrum is dominated by laser shot noise. b) Q factor inferred by fitting the measured power spectral densities of a single nanodiamond at different pressures to the one expected from a harmonic oscillator driven by Brownian noise (see Supplementary information). The bigger error bars at low pressures are due to fitting uncertainties, since most of the oscillator response is buried in the noise floor. c) and d): Temperature reduction of the energy in the eigenmode by a factor of 4, corresponding to a temperature of 75 K. In panel c) the feedback is off (no potential modulation) while it is on in panel d) (potential modulated at 2Ω). The measurements are performed on a 40 nm diamond at 5 · 10 −1 mBar at the same time as a g (2) (τ ) intensity correlation measurement was being taken (see Figure 4) .
a) b)
Figure 4: a) g (2) (τ ) intensity correlation measurement of the NV − fluorescence of a nanodiamond with applied feedback (data shown in Figure 3 ). The correlation measurement is fitted with a modified three-level model 40 convoluted with the instrument response function, with g (2) (τ ) showing a minimum at 0.4 ± 0.1, and thus the presence of a single NV center. Other g (2) (τ ) measurements for different nanodiamonds are shown in the Supplementary information. b) Fluorescence emission spectrum of the single NV center. The two peaks at 625 nm are due to Stokes Raman scattering, and indicate the presence of ethanol traces from the electrospray in the particle.
antenna in the trap. Having such a high level of control of a particle hosting emitters is a decisive step towards achieving strong coupling between a spin and the particle's mechanical degrees of freedom 6 41 42 .
Associated content
The supplementary material contains information regarding the particle dispersion, loading of particles to the Paul trap, oscillation frequencies and Q factor, excess charge determination, feedback system and g (2) (τ ) measurements.
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Supplementary information Particle dispersion
Nanodiamonds from Adámas Nanotechnologies (40 nm in diameter, 1-4 NV) were used for the experiment. 20 µl of the commercial dispersion were dispersed in 40 ml of ethanol and pumped to the electrospray using a syringe. To avoid particle clustering, we utilised a syringe filter with 100 nm pore size. Furthermore the dispersion was sonicated for 10 minutes before the experiment.
Particle loading
A custom made electrospray system was introduced into the chamber at ambient pressure, and a camera and a 980 nm laser were used to display and illuminate the trapping region in real time. Particles were injected with the electrospray by activating a 3 kV voltage source and then pumping the dispersion. Particles ejected with the electrospray would pass through the center of the trap potential. Some would lose enough energy due to air damping to stay trapped in the potential, and it was usual to trap several at once. Excess particles were pushed out of the trap by carefully reducing the voltage. After only a single particle remained, the electrospray was removed and the vacuum chamber closed.
Oscillation frequencies and Q-factor calculation
Under the adiabatic approximation, the power spectral density of the particle's COM will take the expression
where m is the particle's mass, σ = √ 2k B T γ is the Brownian noise standard deviation, Ω i the secular angular frequency of the oscillator and Q its quality factor. By introducing the reduced damping constant Γ = γ m , which for low damping corresponds to the full width at half maximum of the oscillator response, the quality factor is defined as Q =
. By fitting the measured power spectral density to expression S1, we can indirectly measure the value of Q and Ω i .
Observed secular frequencies in the trap axis direction (for V pp = 750) are specified in 
Excess charge determination
The charge of the particle can be calculated as follows: since the particle's mass is known (this is a reasonable assumption, given the fact that we filter the particles by size with a porous filter). In the underdamped regime (i.e., low damping by air molecules), the equation of motion for the center of mass of the particle is described by the Mathieu 30 equation,
where q = 2QV md 2 ω 2 . Here, Q is the particle charge (not to be confused with Q, the quality factor), V the voltage, m the particle mass, d a geometrical parameter (which is constant and can be calculated for a given trap) and ω the driving angular frequency. Since we set the voltage and frequency, the only unknown parameter is Q. Thus, if the parameter q can be measured, we can solve equation S2 for Q and find the particle charge.
This parameter q can be found indirectly. Firstly, we measure the ratio between the particle secular frequency Ω and the driving frequency, β = 2 
Feedback
The radio frequency signal applied to the inner rod has the expression
The spectrum of the particle motion x i (t) has a peak at Ω i , corresponding to its secular frequency. Since the feedback is a parametric modulation, V (t) will enter the equation of motion as a product with x(t). By a trigonometric identity, this product results in two driving signals at Ω i and 3Ω i components, but since the 3Ω i is off-resonance, this component can be neglected. Thus, the modulation will have approximately a driving effect on the motion of the particle: by adjusting the delay accordingly (in phase or at push-pull), we can make it excite or damp the oscillation.
If all three axis need to be cooled, the secular frequencies of the trap requires different values for every axis; otherwise, cooling one axis could result in heating another with the same degenerate frequency, since phase between translational modes is uncoupled. Although our trap has symmetry of revolution, and thus two equal eigenfrequencies, this symmetry can be broken to separate all three frequencies by slightly modifying the electrodes.
Effective temperature
When the nanoparticle is close to the potential minimum of a deep trap, the oscillations can be treated as approximately harmonic. In that case, the average number of vibrational excitationsn at thermal equilibrium is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution
where Ω/2π is the frequency of harmonic oscillations. In the limit of high temperature this reduces to the equipartition expression (via first order Taylor expansion)
whereĒ is the average energy. Therefore, given some experimentally determinedn eq orĒ, one can obtain an effective temperature according to the above formulae, whether or not the system is truly at equilibrium.
Intensity correlation measurements
An Olympus LMPLFLN 100x objective, with NA 0.8, was used to collect and collimate the fluorescence of the NV center, and single photons were detected with Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQR-14 APDs. Single photon counting was performed with a PicoHarp 300 system.
Background correction
For continuous excitation, the joint second order correlation function of an emitter with intensity n s = s and a background noise with intensity n b = b will be
where g (2) s is the emitter second order correlation function and it has been assumed that Figure S11 5: a) Single NV g (2) (τ ) measurement along with saturation curve. Two sets of data, one at each side of the dip, were deleted, because when the APDs detected a photon they emitted new fluorescence, which the other APD would falsely detect as coming from the emitter (PicoQuant SAPD). After the PicoQuant APD was replaced by a Perkin Elmer, this stopped being a problem. b) and c) show further measurements of a 2NV and a single NV nanodiamond
